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Selenicereus Grandiflorus
by Tom Cardinal
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From the editor

I want to thank the members who contributed to this issue. Even the deadline for articles is the first of the odd months, it is much
easier for the editor to get the articles as early as possible.
Karla Halpaap-Wood

Membership

Kathy Fewox

Twenty-four members attended the May 25th meeting of HCSS. Joining us were two guests, Kaitlin and Paul Highland. Richard
Stamper donated all three door prizes. Paul Highland took home a nice Kelly Griffin Aloe hybrid “Confused.” November-December 2016 issues of the Cactus and Succulent Journal were won by Noreen Tolman and Kaitlin Highland.
Our June 22nd meeting was attended by eighteen members, including our newest member Gary Steen, who joined earlier this
month. We had three guests: Cheryl Gonzales, Kaitlin Highland and Paul Highland. Josie Watts donated a “Firestick” pencil cactus,
which was won by Gloria Stamper, who promptly gave it to Kaitlin Highland.
Please send news of HCSS members and their families to kathyfewox@aim.com.

Summer Field Trip to Yuccado Nursery in Giddings, TX

Date: Saturday, July 16th		
Time: 10:00 am
Yuccado Nursery is a very interesting place, with many succulents and native plants. They are closing their doors after many years
of providing helpful information, wonderful plants, and the results of their extensive field research. They will be closing this fall,
and are in the process of ramping down. Although it is hot, the sooner we go, the more plants they will have. They are opening for
our group on 7/16/16.
Our plan is to go visit the nursery, and then go out to lunch. I will let Leroy Kellog know we will be in his neck of the woods.
Hopefully he and Joyce will be able to meet up with. It’s always a treat to see them.
Please let me know (713 645 9320, 713 859 7711, or josiewatts@mindspring.com) within 3 days before we go so that no one will get
locked out or left behind.
The following are the directions to Yuccado:
*Note we are in Giddings, TX. We are no longer in Hempstead, TX. *
PH. # 979-542-8811
To Nursery from East HWY 290 Direction
Houston, Brenham…
When approaching the Giddings area on Hwy 290 look for a Buc-ees gas station on the right. County Road 133 is the road just prior
to the Buc-ees, (Wal-Mart will be catty corner on the left). Turn right off of Hwy 290 onto CR 133. Drive approx 2.2 miles down
CR 133 and turn left onto PR 5014. If I remember to put it up, there will be a small “Yucca Do” sign out by the gate. The Nursery
cannot be seen from the county road. Traveling down the gravel road you will come to a cattle guard; once you cross it you will see
the nursery greenhouses towards the right.
Note: There is a gate at the front of the property. If you find it open, leave it open as you pass through. If it is closed please close it
behind you as you pass through. It may or may not be closed when you come. There is no sign for Yucca Do at the entrance. Across
from the driveway to my property there are two doublewide-like homes and a basketball court that you can use as landmarks. If
you reach County Road 116 you have driven too far.

Calendar:
July 13

7:30 pm Board Meeting at Metropolitan Multi-Service Center

July 16

Summer Field Trip to Yuccado Nursery in Giddings, TX. 10:00 am

July 27
7:30 pm Membership Meeting at Metropolitan Multi-Service Center. We will celebrate our
		
53rd anniversary with a potluck dinner.
		
August 24
7:30 pm Membership Meeting at Metropolitan Multi-Service Center. Josie Watts will give a
		
presentation on preparing soils for cacti and succulents.
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June Succulent of the Month

Soraya Hayek

Will be presented in July.

June succulent of the month is one of the oddest aloe plants I have found
yet, the Aloe Marlothii (scientific name) or more commonly known as
Mountain Aloe or Flat Flowered Aloe. I found this gem (see photos below)
while on a mini vacation to Austin, TX at East Austin Succulents. Whereever I travel, always try and find cactus and succulent nurseries to bring
home souvenirs. This trip held an extra special find – the Mountain Aloe
or what I like to refer to it as “Monster Plant”. This creature has “monster
eyes” all over it!!! I absolutely fell in love with the plant as soon as I saw
it. My favorite animated film is Monsters Inc., this plant reminded me so
much of those characters!
Enough about why I love this plant so much. This aloe is easy to care for
like so many other species of aloe. Must make sure it does not sit in stagnate water, watch for signs of overwatering. Typically, you will water them
more during the summer months. I keep my beloved plant inside with indirect sunlight during the day, so it rarely gets water. Aloes also thrive in
the great outdoors, very resistant plants. I use “cactus or succulent” potting
soil – better drainage than other potting soils, strongly recommended for
this plant.
The “Monster Plant” aka Mountain Aloe originated in South Africa and
gets its name because it is most commonly found in the mountains. Typically, in rugged terrain, although not in extreme colds and high altitudes.
This type of aloe is known to have flowers, long spikes with orange colored
blooms. They are known to vary in colors but that is rare. My specific succulent has never bloomed in the year I have owned it, but I am hopeful one
day it will. Lastly the rough spiked exterior helps protect the plant against
animals, like its own shield of armor.
A few more interesting factoids about this great aloe, the species family
Xanthorrhoeaceae, subfamily Asphodeloideae and genus Aloe. They grow
very slowly don’t require repotting very often, great low maintenance
plant! I have never seen this specific aloe plant again - even at that Austin
nursery, I went back to get another one. I have found a few places online
where you can purchase seeds from. Hope you enjoy this plant as much as
I do! The unique “monster eyes” spikey succulent brings me great joy and
is an awesome addition to my ever growing collection.
Sources:
• World of Succulents: http://worldofsucculents.com/aloe-marlothii-mountain-aloe-flat-flowered-aloe/#prettyPhoto
• Plantz Africa: http://www.plantzafrica.com/plantab/aloemarloth.htm
Photos: Soraya Hayek (personal collection)
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July Cactus of the Month

Bruce Moffett

Cereus peruvianus

Common Names: Peruvian Apple, Peruvian Torch, Apple Cactus, Column Cactus, Hedge Cactus, Queen of
the Night
After doing much research about Cereus Peruvianus I came
to the conclusion that Daiv Freeman says it best so …………
Quoted from Daiv Freeman at daiv@CactiGuide.com
“The name Cereus peruvianus has been applied to both C.
hildmannianus and C. repandus which are both recognized
as legitimate species today. The trouble is, neither of them
resemble the many plants that we see labeled as Cereus peruvianus. Therefore the logical conclusion would be that these
plants are simply not properly identified and through due diligence, we should be able to find their true name. Yet what
we find is that the best choice of names turns out to be Cereus
peruvianus! Sound absurd? That’s because it is.
It is my belief that these cacti are almost certainly a product
of cultivation and do not exist in the wild. Because there are
so very many people who like to grow plants, but couldn’t
care less about proper names or origins, tracing back to parent plants is no longer an option. That is short of comparing the plants DNA. However, the guys with the laboratories
and know-how at their disposal to study the DNA have been
studying unusual and uncommon species such as Aztekium
or Eulychnia.
The plants we see carelessly tossed into the classification of Cereus peruvianus are all very easy to grow. They
tolerate a wide variety of conditions, they can be propagated easily by seed and even more easily by cuttings.
They are resistant (indeed impervious) to rot, disease, and infestations; they grow fast and they produce nice
large white flowers without any coaxing. You will find these plants in cultivation across the globe. They are in
just about every garden center that sells cacti and they are inexpensive. In warmer areas they can be planted in
the ground where they obtain massive size over 20 feet high with many branching arms. These qualities make
the problem worse as their popularity keeps them spreading around the globe. They show up in the collections
of the novice or slightly interested cacti growers, who sometimes are inspired to search for a name for their
cactus. What do they find? Cereus peruvianus! This brings us full-circle. Perhaps someday the right biology
student will decide to do a thesis on the “Origins of Cereus” and we’ll all get lucky. In the mean time you can
probably get away with using the name Cereus peruvianus as everyone will have a good idea of exactly what
plant you have based on that name. And if that is the purpose of a name, then Cereus peruvianus fits the bill.”
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Josie Watts

Name: Kalanchoe synsepala gremlin
Synonyms: Synsepala gremlin agave
Habitat/Distribution: Unknown. Patent #742
Description: The plant is lime green with scalloped burgundy margins. It produces aerial plantlets much 		
		
like a spider plant. The edges are spiky. I could find no information about blooms. It forms a 		
		
rosette up to 10”, but is very slow growing.
		
Cultivation/growth: The plant grows in zones 9-11 in full sun to part shade. It can tolerate being moist or 		
		dry.
Availability: Very Rare
Remarks:
		
		
		
		

I received one plant from Mike Rupe from the Austin Greenhouse and one from Stephen
Lovecky. I haven’t seen it offered commercially. Both plants stayed outside this last
winter, however it didn’t freeze at my house. It been a slow, but steady grower with
few problems. It didn’t seem to have problems with the massive amounts of rain, but
it’s container has good drainage.

References: GreenMeadowGrowers.com, www.patent genus.com, W3flora.com
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August Cactus of the Month

Jeff Boggan

AZTEKIUM
• GENUS: Aztekium
• SPECIES: ritterii (1929), hintonii (1991), valdezii (2011), mexicanum (2015)
• COMMON NAME(S):
1. English common name for Aztekium hintonii: “Hinton’s aztekium”, (Carlos Velazco).
• HABITAT/DISTRIBUTION:
1. Aztekium ritterii – Valley of Rayones in the Mexican state of Nuevo Leon. Altitude between 2400 and 3200
FASL. Grows mostly on North facing hill sides, prefers less sun. The soil is made of decomposing limestone
or gypsum. It has a wide distribution and large population areas. New large populations have been discovered
that are naturally protected from collectors.
2. Aztekium hintonii – grown on gypsum cliffs in Galeana, Nuevo Leon, Mexico. Prefers more sun than ritterii. Its entire population grows in about a 20 square mile area. The large population has dwindled since its
discovery.
3. Aztekium valdezii – exists in the Sierra Madre Oriental of Rancho Guadalupe also in the state of Nuevo
Leon. Its range is limited to about 1300 acres. It grows in the step hill slopes. The soil is made of gypsum and
limestone. It also tends to grow on the Northern hill sides.
4. Aztekium mexicanum – (formally known as Geohintonia mexicana) only one known area of about 6200
acres. Only grows on decomposed gypsum soil. This species grows alongside Aztekium hintonii on cliffs in
Rayones, Nuevo Leon Mexico.
• DESCRIPTION (STEM, ROOTS, FLOWERS, FRUITS):
1. Aztekium ritterii –

A. ritterii cluster

A. ritterii cluster

Stem - a small one to two-inch diameter geophyte, grayish green in color, with eight to twelve rippled ribs.
Small folds exist between the ribs. Small fragile spines develop in the new growth at the apex. The spines
gradually break or fall off as the plant ages. The crown is full of grayish to white wool which occurs with the
new growth on the areoles. The plant grows flat against the ground. Typically, it is a solitary form but can
produce pups and cluster with age.
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Roots – there is usually one to several small tap-roots which have
a webbing of feeder roots. The roots are usually very shallow
growing about two or three-inches deep into the soil. The roots
grow around small rocks to help anchor itself in the cliff face.
Flowers – are small, delicate, with pinkish-white petals. They
open to only about three-eighths to a half-inch in diameter. They
have a pink stripe on the outer petal with a white inner petal. The
pink shows faintly through to the inner petal. The flowers open
once and last while the sun is out.
Fruit – these are slender pink tubes which develop six to eight
pinhead sized seeds. The seeds look like ground black pepper.

A. ritterii flower
2. Aztekium hintonii –
Stem - a softball sized geophyte which can grow to about
ten inches tall and five to six inches in diameter. It develops nine to sixteen sharply defined green rippled ribs.
The older growth becomes brown to gray with age. It has
brownish to white wool in the new growth at the apes of
the plant. There are small fragile spines near the apex.
The spines are lost as the areoles grow out to the sides of
the plant.
Roots – it has one to three main roots with a mesh of
feeder roots. The roots can grow six to eight inches deep,
depending on the soil composition.
Flowers – are a deep pink to nearly purple in color. They
are produced from the apex of the plant and are hidden
in the deep wool until it opens. The flowers are up to an
inch or more in diameter.
Fruit – short slender white to translucent tubes one-half
to one-inch long. Eight to twelve seeds are produced per
A. hintonii graft
pod.
3. Aztekium valdezii –
Stem – typically it is a five ribbed star shaped light green to nearly brown in habitat. It grows from one to three
inches tall and two to three inches in diameter. It has evenly spaced one-eight inch, horizontal ripples along
its ribs. It has very little wool in the apex. Small fragile curved spines in the areoles near the apex. The spines
are lost as the areoles grow out and down the side of the plant. Typically, it is a solitary stem but may produce
pups and cluster as it ages or is damaged. In cultivation the plant produces eight to nine ribs.
Roots – one to three small main roots which grow around small rocks with feeder roots that net around the
rocks.
Flowers – are white with a deep pink to magenta on the fringe. They are about three-eighths inches in diameter
with about nine petals.
www.hcsstex.org
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Fruit – are dull translucent slightly rounded.

A. valdezii graft

A. valdezii graft

4. Aztekium mexicanum –
Stem – there are eighteen to twenty deeply defined ribs. The areoles have two to three short slightly curved
spines. The spines become brittle and break or fall off as they age. It is a frosty green color with the ribs turning
brown to nearly white along the older edges. It grows five to six inches tall and about five inches in diameter.
Roots – a few short main roots with a webbing of feeder roots.
Flowers – erupt from the wooly apex producing deep pink flowers with twenty to twenty-two petals. The
flowers are one to one-half inches in diameter. They can flower multiple times during the growing season.
Fruit – is formed in the wool of the apex. It is dull pink to translucent.

A. mexicanum
A. mexicanum
• CULTIVATION/GROWTH:
1. Seed – growing from seed can be a lifetime endeavor. Although some of the Aztekium grow larger than
others they all grow very slow from a human perspective. The first five years of the plants life are the most
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crucial and where they are the most venerable. It will take five
to six years to get the plant to grow about one inch. After five
years the plants are more hardy and can handle swings in heat
and humidity. Growing from seed will produce a plant with a
more natural appearance, like the ones in habitat. These plant
can live a very long time, well over a hundred years.
2. Grafting – this is about the only way to get this genus to
grow at a rate that is acceptable to most humans. This method
allows the mass production of specimens to appease the large
apatite of collector’s worldwide. You can go from a one-yearold seedling to a five-inch cluster in five or six years. This also
allows for the mass production of seeds. The draw back to
grafted plants is that it tends to shorten the plants lifespan. It
also produces unnatural looking plants.
3. Pups – it is rare but possible in some cases to get a pup from
a grafted plant to root. This would be very desirable because it
would allow you to get them to a desirable size quickly. Then
once it is rooted its growth rate could become more stable and natural.

July-August 2016

A. mexicanum crest

• MY EXPERIENCE:
1. My first specimen was a cluster of Aztekium ritterii. This was received as a door prize in 1972 at a local
cactus club. I asked how old it might be and was told it was probably over one-hundred twenty-five years old.
This remained my only specimen for over a decade. It produced flowers but never grew any larger. I have tried
growing them from seed but never got them past three months. All my specimens now are grafted.
2. One comment on Aztekium valdezii is it is argued that valdezii may be a neotenic form of A. ritterii. Neotenic is defined as a retaining a juvenal quality into adulthood. That would seem feasible as isolated occurrences
like crestate and monstrous forms. However, the A. valdezii form is a stable reproduction by seed.
3. It was in an article in the November 2015 publication of Succulentopi@, page 9 that I discovered that Geohintonia mexicana had been renamed to Aztekium mexicanum. Please read the article in link 11 listed in the
references.
• REFERENCES:
1. https://www.cactuspro.com/encyclo/Aztekium
2. http://www.llifle.com/Encyclopedia/CACTI/Family/Cactaceae/25623/Aztekium_valdezii
3. http://www.llifle.com/Encyclopedia/CACTI/Family/Cactaceae/11571/Geohintonia_mexicana
4. http://www.arides.info/article0003.html
5. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aztekium
6. http://www.cactus-art.biz/schede/AZTEKIUM/Aztekium_ritterii/Aztekium_ritterii/aztekium_ritteri.htm
7. http://www.iucnredlist.org/details/152643/0
8. http://www.llifle.com/Encyclopedia/CACTI/Family/Cactaceae/4248/Aztekium_ritteri
9. http://eol.org/pages/5187553/overview
10.
http://www.cactus-art.biz/schede/AZTEKIUM/Aztekium_hintonii/Aztekium_hintonii/Aztekium_hintonii.htm
11. https://www.cactuspro.com/succulentopia/Succulentopia-N15-2015-11.pdf
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David Van Langen

Phemeranthus parviflorus
Phemeranthus parnifloris, also known as Small-flowered Fameflower, is a small succulent plant that is seldom
noticed and most likely seldom grown in gardens. It was named Talinum in the past and is very closly related
to the Portulacaceae family. The genus Phemeranthus has over 20 species found in the United States.
Phemeranthus parviflorus has a wide range in habitat
growing as far north as North Dakota and Minnesota and as
far south as New Mexico, Texas and probably further south
into northern Mexico. Rocky places with shallow soil and
sparse plant growth seem to be preferred places this plant
can survive as it is very small and could not compete with
a lush habitat. This plant has a small stem only a few inches tall, branches at the base and has green succulent round
leaves that are only 1-2 “ long. The thin flower stalks are
only an inch or two taller than the entire plant and has several small pink flowers which bloom over a long period of
time. As both the Latin name and common name suggest--- it
has small flowers.
I have only seen Phemeranthus parviflorus in the Llano Uplift area of central Texas gowing on either granite or gneiss outgroppings and usually found growing in the
cracks of rocks with vary small amounts of
soil or organic matter. Phemeranthus parviflorus is often found gowing side by side with
Lace cactus Echinocereus reichenbachii and
Spike Mosses. I have been growing this plant for well over 40 years. It is a perennial which comes back for
many years and it also spreads slowly by seeds which come up every now and then in flower pots with cactus
or pots that used to have cactus in them. I use quite alot of granite in many cactus mixes so the Small Flowered
Fame Flower does very well here in Humble Texas.
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Spring Sale

May 14 and 15
Metropolitan Multi-Service Center
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El Paso Field Trip										 Josie Watts
April 9-10, 2016
We had the opportunity to visit the El Paso Cactus and Rock Club’s spring tour of members’ gardens during
their Spring Garden tours. We met up on Friday evening. Participants were Cindy Gray, Leroy and Joyce
Kellogg, Bruce Moffett and Josie Watts. It was a real pleasure to have Leroy and Joyce join us and to get
to spend time together. On Saturday we visited 5 gardens and had a hike in the Franklin Mountains led by
Jean-Claude Linossi, president of the El Paso club. We all decided to pile into Bruce’s truck so no one would
get lost, so we had many adventures to laugh about as we found our way around El Paso. On Saturday evening, they arranged dinner at a very nice restaurant and we were treated like royalty. On Sunday were back
on the garden trail and visited 5 more gardens. It was amazing to see the wonderful plants that grow there
without benefit of a greenhouse. Each house was different, but the artistry and knowledge of the gardeners
was evident at each. On Sunday we also had the pleasure of visiting the Native Plants Nursery, where they
sell many of the plants that are rescued from demolition sites. There is also a botanical garden on the same
property as the nursery. The number of plants that are endemic to that region surpass anything I have seen
before, and we feel lucky to have a new set of friends in El Paso.
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COOKING WITH CACTUS 							Liliana Cracraft

NOPALES WITH CORN & CHEESE
INGREDIENTS:
• 2 cups of tender prickly pear cactus pads (nopales) cleaned and cut in small squares. (You can find them
already cut, sold in plastic bags at Fiesta and other supermarkets)
• 2 ears of young tender corn or 1½ cups of canned corn kernels
• Olive oil
• Salt and pepper
• Juice of one small lime
• One pinch of ground cumin
• Chopped cilantro
• One avocado
• Fresh cheese
PREPARATION:
Place a small amount of olive oil on a skillet and sauté the nopales and
corn kernels on medium heat for about 5 minutes. Stir then often so
they don’t burn.
Place nopales and corn on a bowl. Add lime juice and sprinkle them
with olive oil, cilantro and cumin. Season to taste with salt and pepper.
Right before serving, decorate with fresh cheese and avocado.
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What the judges look for in show plants			

Karla Halpaap-Wood

We have a show every year in September where members enter plants that will be judged. Every member is
encouraged to participate. New members or members who have never entered a plant can be put in the “novice” category, which is judged more leniently.
For new members it’s often hard to know what is expected. A pretty plant is not necessarily a winning plant.
But I can tell you after entering plants once, you will know what is expected and by participating you really
feel you belong to the club. For some this takes a few years, other can just jump in.
There are four values that the judges look for in a plant, not all are equally important.
The most important is the condition, quality of the culture, 70%. Next is staging (grooming and container)
15% of total points given, followed by maturity 10% and naming 5%.
Maturity:
•

plant needs to be a certain age

Condition:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

elongated growth
more sun
less sun
uneven growth
too plush
undernourished
scarring
spent flowers
broken leaves

Staging:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Name:
•
•
•

undercoated
over potted
off center in pot
grooming needed
top dressing needed
inappropriate pot or top dressing
plant too deep in pot
plant too high in pot
salt and lime rings
broken or chipped pot
label not clean
Genus name
Species name
Spelling

FROM THE KK ARCHIVES
This article was originally published in the July-August KK in 1997, Vol 34, No. 4
THE ANNUAL SHOW ... OR TO SHOW OR NOT TO SHOW		
ROY PARAMORE
Each year HCSS has its annual Show and Sale. The primary purpose of our Show is to stimulate interest in
our hobby and to add funds to the treasury that the dues do not cover. Shows stimulate competition, and competition brings improvement. The number of members who show their prized plants is declining. The reason
for the decline, as I see it, is because many members feel their plants can not compete.
For our Show, the plants do not compete with other plants; each plant is judged on its own merits. In theory,
every plant entered could win a blue ribbon. The main question is “on what basis is a plant judged?” Generally, a judge will glance at a plant, and this first impression will greatly influence his/her judgment.
The most important areas in judging are culture and staging. Culture refers to the condition of the plant and
reflects your ability to grow beautiful, healthy plants. No last minute efforts can alter or disguise this result.
Staging, on the other hand, reflects the care a plant has been given in preparation for entry in the Show. The
pot must be clean and in tasteful proportion to the plant it contains. The plant should be centered in the pot,
not leaning or too near the edge. Top-dressing may be used to cover the soil and balance the overall appearance
of plant and pot. Top-dressing is not necessarily better than naked soil if that soil is clean and even.
Nomenclature is an important point. You are expected to know the correct botanical name (genus/species/
variety).
If labels are used, the printing should be neat and attractive and not detract from the plant/pot.
All of us should enter at least one plant for the Show’s benefit as well as our own. Do not try to select plants
at the last minute, dust them off, and rush them in. Start now to learn more about proper culture. When the
Show time nears, wash the plant, clean or replace the pot and label, and check the overall appearance of the
plant. This is one of the benefits of a Show - it makes you do what you should be doing anyway!!!
www.hcsstex.org
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CACTUS FLOWER EVENT - Last evening May 4th 2016 the Selenicereus Grandiflorus cactus in my
back yard produced a RECORD 24 beautiful night blooming flowers. Certainly more than I have ever
seen. The sweet smell was just overpowering. These pictures were taken in the rain 11 PM at night. This
snake like cactus plant is 22 years old and is suspended on a six feet tall trellis. It loves the full sun, heat
and humidity of Houston.
Tom Cardinal

HCSS Leadership and Contact Info:

Josie Watts, President, josiewatts@mindspring.com
Wally Ward, First Vice President, wtw3arb@aol.com
Cindy Gray, Second Vice President, grayco60@hotmail.com
Noreen Tolman, Recording Secretary, teichflora@aol.com
Bruce Moffett, Treasurer, bmoffett@mindspring.com
Karla Halpaap-Wood , KK editor and Webmaster, khalpaap@me.com
Kathy Fewox, Membership, kathyfewox@aim.com
Richard Holland, Education, roholland@att.net
Daryl Rebrovich, Show Chairman, Go3Pets@sbcglobal.net
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